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About This Game

Game Of Puzzles: Nature - is a puzzle game in which you have to assemble a single image from individual pieces.
You need to collect from the small pictures one big and after you may to going at the new level.

Features:

 60 levels (the amount will increase)

 A range of sizes from 6 to 36 pieces

 Perfect for ages 3+

 Auto Saving

 Simple mouse control

 Traditional puzzle gameplay

 Steam Achievements

Credits: This game was created using Clickteam Fusion 2.5! Music by Erwarda Savitnaag.
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Title: Game Of Puzzles: Nature
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Snkl Studio
Publisher:
Snkl Studio
Franchise:
Game Of Puzzles
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Vietnamese,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian
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Great game, physics feel amazing. The campaign can be a bit tricky but it feels thus more rewarding completing something..
Terrible boring repeitive puzzle game where all you do is swap numbers to make it equal a number. Basically sudoku ripoff, but
with annoying cutscenes and dialogue that happens every time you accidentally ex out of a level and restart it, and half of which
is unskippable. Pointless too as theres basically no story. Gameplay is trial and error and exact same thing entire game. Bored
after 5 min. Idled for cards. 2/10.. I like mahjong games and this one has a plus because has a story behind.. I'll first review the
game itself and then this "remastered".

The Last Express:
is an old adventure (point and click) game set on the Orient Express in 1914, few days before the beginning the first World
War, during its last journey. Just like other games of this genre, you will spend a lot of time exploring, talking, collecting and
solving puzzles and I know that you may think that being limited to just a train isn't much, but The Last Express has something
rather unique: the adventure is in real time, events, characters and places will follow a timeline, being in a place at a specific
time will allow you to talk to or do something that before or after it's not possible. Time is at the center of the game, there are
many bad ending and ways to die and when one or the other happen, the time will reset back to when you made your last bad
choise allowing you to try something else.

The Remastered:
adds wide-screen support*, Steam achievements and cards, cloud saves, increased quality for HUD icons and texts, better
inventory, extras (like characters' biography) and a new "hint" system. Sadly the graphics have not been touched (this was to be
expected as the game is not in 3D, it's a classic 2D adventure with 3D pre-rendered backgrounds, and the characters are
practically high-quality animated gifs) and there are signs that this is a port from the mobile version of the game, nothing
incredibly annoying but, well, you'll notice what I mean when you'll play it, maybe.

*While you can play the game on any modern wide screen without graphic distortions, the game's visuals will still be centered
and cut down to the same sizes they were in 1997.

Conclusion:
The Last Express Gold Edition is a great classic adventure game and a good Remastered: play it, I don't think you'll be
disappointed (if you like the genre, of course).. This is the first of five Millennium titles. I will give my overall review on the
fifth one. So for this, I will only focus on Millennium - A New Hope.

This feels like a very good "Game Boy" game. The gameplay, effects and all; my gaming rig is under-utilized. For its price, of
course we shouldn’t expect high end effects. Though some of the background are beautifully drawn up; A Game Boy would
never be able to display that. A lot of aspects can be done better. The only reason why you will be buying this or the entire saga
package with deluxe contents, will be the storyline. And trust me, you do NOT want to bash through the game blindly without
any walkthrough and the community's knowledge support. I know it may sound a bit pointless. But to waste time to explore
much of the maps yourself rather than to consult the existing lore, that's even more pointless.

Play hard mode and quest properly. Because your effort here will make your game better in the next few titles. Some of the
Steam Achievements for this part is ridiculous. Who knows, maybe you're a better player who can get it done right without
replaying from scratch so many times.

Do get the Deluxe Edition because the walkthrough gets you through everything. Whether or not you can win the battles, that
depends on how you grind your characters. Visit "The Official Aldorlea Games Forum" for community's support. Do not grind
too much though. Because the one thing I hate so much about this series even though they support importing your saves into the
next title, is that your character's level gets reset back to according to the title! The only relief is that most of your items get
carried over. Some items can't though. I wished at least the character's HP/SP gets carried forward instead of being wasted
away. The bloody gold carried over gets limited too! Jesus... So, convert your extra gold into items which you can sell off for
gold in next title.

This title is the hardest and most time consuming. But your effort will be well worth in as you import towards the rest of the
titles. You have to start your Millennium quest from this title. Well, because; The Forge. I shall include a list of “Things that can
be done better” on my review on the next title.. Great game about a running snowman. More fun than the videos even let on, I
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mean... you can take control of the machine gun turrets and manually mow down the enemy hoardes its awesome. Simple, fun,
everything I ever wanted in a strategy game. <3. One of many 99 cent simple puzzle games available on Steam, VOI is
competent enough to spend an hour on. All the puzzles revolve around the same basic mechanic, when two black objects
overlap, you get white instead. Some may find the puzzles to be a bit too simplistic.

Mechanically, the game is about as bare bones as you can get. There are no options. To exit, you have to kill the window
(progress is saved). There isn't even a "Game completed" notice. At first I thought the game was bugged on the last puzzle, as it
just sat there seemingly ignoring my solution, until I noticed in the Steam client that I'd been awarded the final achievement.. A
PC remake of titles like Gals Panic, an arcade coin-eater from the '90s. If you've played those games, you know exactly what
you're in for here. You play as a small creature trying to uncover the picture in the background piece by piece as a swarm of
crap on screen constantly tries to kill you.

However, in the original Gals games, a masked off area including the model was included as the area that counted towards the
percentage of completion, whereas in this game, the whole screen is the completion area, making it possible to uncover the
photo by.... not uncovering the main part of the photo? I dunno, it wasn't well thought out. Granted, in the original, uncovering
areas of the girl would earn you negative points(enough of which would change the picture to something horrifying), and
uncovering the open area would earn you positive, so maybe with that mechanic not in place, that was the intention, but
honestly, I can't really see that as much of a justification.

Ultimately, whether you want this game will be dictated by whether you want a quick timewaster, served up with some semi-
spicy suggestive swimsuit clad Anime girls(Yeah, that's about all you get). It's cheap, it's good for killing a little time, and it
seems relatively low on the bug count(None experienced thus far), and while the achievements are a bit cheap(you get one for
every stage of completion), it's colorful, it's casual, and it'll keep the boredom away for a bit.. This game more on risk
boardgame format . Conqure and secure . Only can produce armies and warships that all . No other special features or special
event pop up . If you have spare cash and want simple game.
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I bought this Game during the Summer Sale as I had been waiting for Ages for this and the other Dark Parables to go on Sale
and I must say I dont regret it.

First of all If you havent played any Dark Parables Games I recommend you to go back and play the first one as those games are
meant to be played in Order.

Dark Parables: Jack and the Sky Kingdom Collector's Edition comes with the Main Story, a Bonus Story and some other Bonus
Content such as a little Artbook, Bonus Puzzle Levels, the Soundtrack & Wallpapers.

The Voice Acting was once again very nicely made and the Art Style was absolutely beautiful!
Just like the 5th game in the series you can also hear change the games resolution to widescreen or Classic. I personally chose
classic as widescreen simply made it all stretched and horrible to look at.

Sadly the Steam Overlay is once again in my opinion unusable as on the bottom right corner the Steam Notifications where just
completely bugged and ghosted. Also once you enter the Steam Overlay via Shift & Tab you will be left with a horrible gray
filter ingame, which is only reversable via restarting.

Once again you were able to collect different pieces throughout the Game which will, once everything is collected, unlock a
Background Story that will be read to you or if you prefer to read it yourself you will be able to turn the Sound off and do as you
please.

The Hidden Object Scenes were rather well hidden and the Puzzles were challenging. I personally did like them alot and was
surprised how well you can hide something in this game.

The Story was absolutely lovely and reminded me a little bit on my Childhood just in a more Grimm way.

Personally I prefer the Voice acting in this game over other HO \/ Point & Click games as to me it seemed so far the best.

All in all this Game is fantastic, however due to the fact that is rather short I do recommend getting it on Sale rather then for its
base price of 13\u20ac.

Here are my other Reviews for the Dark Parables Series:
Dark Parables: Curse of Briar Rose (Number 1)
Dark Parables: The Exiled Prince (Number 2)
Dark Parables: Rise of the Snow Queen Collector's Edition (Number 3)
Dark Parables: The Red Riding Hood Sisters (Number 4)
Dark Parables: The Final Cinderella Collectors Edition (Number 5)
Dark Parables: Ballad of Rapunzel Collector's Edition (Number 7)
Dark Parables: The Little Mermaid and the Purple Tide Collector's Edition (Number 8)
Dark Parables: Queen of Sands Collector's Edition (Number 9). Great bomberman game. Should be known by everyone..
Awesome Walking Dead Crossover!. An interesting game I got for $1.99.
While I agree with other reviews that a map would have been nice, it was over before that really became an issue.
The concept of helping others and roaming around was a welcome change from other games. I found it relaxing.

Pros:
- Interesting graphics.
- Druid abilities were unique and relevant.
- I wanted more.

Cons:
- Too short.
- A map (even if only after you visit areas), would have been nice.

I will probably play again to get the mushroom achievement.
. Great Mod Completely recommend it for anyone who enjoys RTSs
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